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there is little gaming for the Nobility and Gentry. The spectator leaves the ruins of Charing Cross and turns down to Whitehall.
He is at the head of a kind of square, enclosed on three sides. To his right, where now the Horse Guards stand, is the Palace Tilting Yaxd, Ahead of him, instead of the straight broad street of Whitehall, the view is blocked by buildings of Henry VIII's time, straddled across the way; only Holbein's turreted gate gives a glimpse into the Privy Garden and the right-of-way that leads through it to Westminster. To his left, the third side of the square is formed by the Banqueting Hall, the only part of Inigo's rebuilding scheme which there had been money to complete. From its north end, nearest the spectator, a little red-brick wing or addition has grown out. The scaffold has been built in an L-shape, its long arm running down the left side of the square under the main windows of the Banqueting Hall; its shorter arm turns the corner and connects up to the red-brick wing, whose first-story window has had its sill broken down until it is a door whereby King Charles can step on to the scaffold.
The whole square is crowded with people, grown stiff and cold with waiting. They fill every window, and swarm on roofs and chimneys. Soldiers stand in line to keep them well back from the scaffold. A troop of cavalry is drawn up under Holbein's gate, another blocks the opposite end of the square, near the stub of Charing Cross, The snow has ceased, and the sun struggles through,
There is a stir at the broken window, and a small party appears on the scaffold—two or three officers, two executioners, masked and disguised, the King, and Bishop Juxon. They advance, turn the corner of the Banqueting Hall, and halt beneath its fourth great window. They are only visible to the waist, for the railing of the scaffold has been hung with black cloth; the low block, the plain deal coffin, are completely hidden from the crowd below. Charles has a small paper in his hand, notes of a speech he
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